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ABOUT US
Fate is the world's first community-owned business
powered by cryptocurrency, giving back the power
to people by means of decentralized finance and
social media.
We are a team of dedicated individuals who share
a sole vision of making an impact in the world. By
providing a means of storing, trading, and growing
wealth to the mainstream population, we believe
we're assisting in the mass adoption of financial
freedom and control!
In this document you will find the development
roadmap, current market data, and relevant info
regarding the project and financial utilies

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
Q3 - '21

Q4 - '21

Q1 - '22

Q2 - '22

Website & Dashboard (Version 1)

OmniDEX Beta

Grow Holder Revenue

Frosting Phase III - Media

FatCake Token IDO

FatPay - Crypto Merchant Widget

Frosting Social Phase II - Enhancing

Begin Frosting Social Beta Testing

PVP Game Beta

Shadows

Paid Subscriptions

OmniDEX Development

Frosting Social Phase 1 - Finance

NFT Avatars

Conferencing

Live Audio/Video

Fiat to Crypto On-Ramp

Crypto Transactions

Crypto Charting

Live Online Events

Profit Vaults

Fiat to DeFi Purchases

NFT Marketplace

Podcasts

Cross-Chain Support

Add Contacts

PvP Game Launch

Increase Token Holder Rewards

Global Transactions

Major Marketing Push

Revenue Optimization

NFT Embedded Merch

Asset Stabilization

Begin PvP Game Development
Merch Store

FatPAD Beta
Fate Token IDO on FatPAD

FatChain Development

WHAT IS F.A.T.E. ?
The F.A.T. Ecosystem is a decentralized
community based crypto project unlike
any other. FatCake Token launched July
28th 2021. There are currently 5,000 holders
(investors) into FatCake with more than
6,000 members on Telegram and 21,000
followers on Twitter.
We are far more than just a token. We are
building a real business with real utility that
will help drive mainstream adoption of
decentralized
finance
and
crypto
currencies. We are developing multiple
streams of revenue so that holder rewards
are not reliant on the volume of token
trades.

Holding FatCake allows investors to earn a passive
income. 10% of all transactions is redistributed to holders
in the form of Cake rewards. Cake tokens can be cashed
out or reinvested either by buying more FatCake Tokens
or by staking it in syrup pools or vaults to earn interest on
their rewards. FatCake holders also earn their share of
75% of the revenue generated from the ecosystem.
Holding Fate Token allows anyone to become an
investor, contributing a portion of rewards equally to ALL
holders. The first fair reflection token in history. Utilize
your Fate Tokens to buy NFTs, subscribe to your favorite
creators, send tips, donate to causes, and earn passive
income on top of your income. 15% of every tax dollar that
Fate Token generates gets paid out to FatCake holders.

MALICIOUS PROFIT
THESE SOCIAL MEDIA COMPANIES
GENERATE $153.7 BILLION ANNUALLY

YouTube
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Twitch
TikTok
Discord
Telegram
Reddit

$19.7 Billion
$86 Billion
$9.45 Billion
$3.72 Billion
$103 Million
$34.43 Billion
$130 Million
$9.4 Million
$170 Million

Social Media has become a driving force of the modern
world. How we connect, share, work and play has all
commoditized and centralized between a handful of
corporations. They track our locations and everything we
do. They scan our contacts, emails, messages and
photos. These companies generate more than $153
Billion dollars annually from our attention, collecting and
selling our data.
These companies engineer their systems to artificially
drive attention and views. They further manipulate to
maximize profit, funneling traffic to a small fraction of
the content being created, ensuring smaller creators are
unable to gain traction that they should see.

IS SOCIAL MEDIA ACTUALLY SOCIAL?
The internet has gone through many evolutions. It was
and still is THE social network and the very definition of
social media. When we talk about social media we often
talk about Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or TikTok to
name a few. All of these companies maintain they are
platforms and not media companies because the actual
content is user generated.
Let’s unpack that more. The internet is what allows us as
users to post content but there is a technological barrier
for most. These companies build tools which make it easy
for anyone to post content for free, regardless of technical
background. This comes with the understanding that
advertisements will be displayed against that content.

DATA HACKING
If we look at the quality of the
content itself that is being
“suggested”, “sponsored” we find a
wide range of spam, scams, click
bait and misinformation. Ads which
illegally use celebrities, brands and
business names to mislead users.
The argument could be made that
83% of the Facebook experience is
completely
manipulated
and
throttled by the profit engine of
Facebook.
Their complete lack of standards
when it comes to quality of content
make it even more appalling, to
which we are only beginning to see
the effects.

Facebook claims it’s purpose is to connect people. When you
post on facebook that content is shared with your friends the
moment you post it right? The answer is not as simple as it
should be. Exploring this more I decided to look at something. I
logged into my facebook where I have 370 friends and follow 233
pages. As I scroll through the news feed on my desktop I find
that by the time I have gotten to the 24th post I have already
seen 20 different ads, sponsored or suggested posts. In the news
feed alone 14 of the 24 posts were ads, sponsored or suggested.
That’s 58% of the news feed that does not come from any of the
more than 500 friends and pages I connected with. The 2 ads on
the side switched 3 times for a total of 6 ads. This makes the
grand total a whopping 83% of the content I was shown was paid
content for Facebook, with only 17% being content I actually
would be interested in. Try this out for yourself. Count the
number of ads, suggested or sponsored posts and compare that
to the content you should be seeing. Share your findings!

WHAT IS FROSTING SOCIAL?
In its current form Social Media is media. It is not a platform. Facebook,
Twitter and others proclaim to be a platform, absolving themselves of
liabilities under the guise of user generated content. They have been
more editorial and drive the narrative. They do this for both the content
being pushed and the content being created. Content may be created
by users but those users are heavily influenced by what is driving traffic.
The fact these companies banded together to deplatform Donald
Trump, a sitting president at the time demonstrates these companies
have far too much power. It should not be at the whim of private
enterprise to silence anyone. It should be the courts and legal system,
just like in the real world.
Frosting Social recognizes our role as a Media company and we take
that very seriously. Just because the internet is not regulated does not
mean we have a free license to avoid accountability. It does not mean
we cannot adopt real-world regulations and best practices to ensure
the integrity of the company and the safety of it’s users

We are going after our rightful
piece of the social media pie.
Capitalizing on just 1% of the
profits of the top 9 social media
companies would in return, pay
our holders over $1.5 Billion a year,
in passive income. This is the
vision driving this ecosystem. By
allowing creators to earn and
keep 100% of their revenue
earned through our platform, we
aim to provide the most userfriendly and focused platform on
the market. With the addition of
utilizing cryptocurrency as the
means of trade, we aim to assist
in the mass adoption of financial
and social freedom.

DECENTRALIZED FINANCE
Leverage your money the exact same way
the Big Banks do. By investing into the
FatCake Token you are investing into a real
business that will not only grow your
investment, it will earn you a daily passive
income at the same time. 10% of every buy
or sell transaction goes toward rewards,
which depending on volume are paid out
as frequently as every hour. We also offer
products and services which add additional
liquidity and bolster token rewards.

Staking cryptocurrency into the
profit vaults turns you into your
own bank. Integrated into your
Personal Wallet are the capabilities
to invest into cryptocurrency, and
use your investment as leverage to
grow the ecosystem, as well as your
own funds. This works similar to
how the banks make money, the
only difference is who gets the
profit!

FUTURE OF DECENTRALIZED FINANCE
POWERED BY CRYPTOCURRENCY

% Based Passive Income
Investor Token
15% Transactional Tax
67% Redistribution in Cake Token Based on
Amount of Token Holdings
20% Development and Ecosystem Tax
13% Liquidity Pool Maintenance
Added Rewards From Frosting App
Weekly reward boosts like paychecks
Favors Larger holding amounts

Equal Passive Income
Community Token
3% Buy | 0.5% Transfer | 7% Sell
Transfer tax funds FatCake reflections from
NFT sales, subscriptions, tips, and more
Sell Tax Starts at 28% for the first 24 hours
of purchase, and decreases by 3% every day
until the 7th day, when sell tax is 7%
Cake Reflections are paid weekly, if you sell
before collection, your rewards are forfeited
to the community

FROSTING SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PHASES
PHASE 1: PERSONAL CONTACTS & FINANCE
Personalized Interface
Personal Finance (Digital Wallet)
Personal Contacts
Basic Messaging

PHASE 2: CONTENT CREATION & ENGAGEMENT
Status Updates
Articles
Photos
Enhanced Messaging

Marketplace (NFTs, Products, Services)
Journal Mode
Shadows

PHASE 3: MULTI-MEDIA SUPPORT
Audio (Music/Podcasts)
Videos
Live Video
Live Audio

Voice/Video Conferencing
Paid Subscriptions
Pay-Per-View Events

A MESSAGE FROM OUR DEV
There are many things in life that hold people down, very few like money. The saying that “money makes the world go round” is literal in every
possible way. The control that Governments and Banks wield over money is what led to the establishment of Cryptocurrency in the first place.
This decentralization of finance has massive implications and huge potential. It has been gaining a lot of traction but not without growing
pains.
I have been involved in designing and developing technology for more than 26 years. I keep up on the news. I had resisted investing into any
cryptocurrency for my entire career thus far. I have even declined taking payments in crypto so that I would not have to deal with the hassle.
Recently, I decided to receive my first payment via cryptocurrency. The entire process is worse than I thought. It’s complicated and plagued
with problems. The user experience is horrible and requires a lot of support, walking new users through the entire process. The money and
potential for growth is VERY real as are the VERY REAL RISKS. That said, the good news is that these problems are solvable and the risk can
literally be mathematically eliminated.
As a community we all come from different backgrounds and have differing opinions. More importantly, while we all have the same goal to
make money, BUT, we all have different requirements, agendas and strategies on how to do that. The very definition of success is subjective to
each holder in the community. This obviously is what creates the chaos and volatility. This can be like a bloodbath with people losing
everything.
Arguments, insults, racist comments and division happen all in the name of “community”. FUD, Paper VS. Diamond Hands, these discussions
are combative by default and never productive. In the context of team sports it is essentially like everyone is playing from different playbooks
and none of us know what each other will do. We expect to win a championship but are ready to shank each other at any given moment. This
will never work and investors will continue to get rugged and honey potted. We need a completely new approach.

- Wesley, Lead Developer

